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Students read I See What You Mean, a book about two girls who discuss how they are able to see objects in their
environment. Students are introduced to the second guideline on the Asking Questions When You Read chart: Is there
information in the book to help me answer my question? Pairs continue asking questions as they read and explore
whether or not their questions can be answered by the text. Students learn more about the path that light travels before
getting to the eye. The class discusses this path in two parts: light travels from the source to an object, and light then
travels from the object to the eye. Students consider how light is different once it hits an object (it carries information
about that object). The purpose of this lesson for students to continue constructing their ideas about how light allows
an animal to see something.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Two girls see a peach.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Asking questions, and then reading to find information that helps answer them, helps you understand science
text.

• Light needs to get to an object for an animal to see the object.
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Pairs practice the Asking Questions strategy as they read. Then, they discuss
one of their questions and whether or not they answered it.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview the rw the reeading tading task.ask. Remind students they will read the book, recording their questions and any information that
helps them answer their questions. Encourage students to record the page number where they find the information.

2. O2. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Psment: Pairairs ask ques ask quesstions as thetions as they ry reead and rad and rececorord them in their notd them in their notebookebookss.. Give students time to
read the rest of the book with their partners. Circulate as they read and record, listening in and making note of the
questions students are asking and whether or not they found information in the book that helps answer their questions.
This will help you guide the discussion when students share their questions with the class.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents ss sttar their on-tar their on-topic queopic quesstionstions.. After students have finished reading, ask them to review their questions
and star the ones that are on-topic.

44. P. Pairairs diss discuscuss infs information that helped them ansormation that helped them answwer their queer their quesstionstions.. Have pairs discuss one of their questions about
which they found helpful information in the book.

55. P. Pairairs shars share their quee their quesstions with the clastions with the classs.. Call on several students to share a question and whether or not they were
able to answer (or partially answer) it.

1

2
READING

Reading: I See What You
Mean

3

Reading: I See What You Mean
35
MIN
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rececorording Infding Information Dormation During Ruring Reeadingading
Recording ideas, observations, research, and data is an important part of what scientists and engineers do. In this
lesson, students will be recording information that helps them answer one of their own questions. The table on page 28,
Asking Questions When Reading: I See What You Mean, in the Investigation Notebook supports students as they
practice asking questions and recording information while they read. In Lesson 3.2 and 4.1, students will have two more
opportunities to record information as they read.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 5: Asment 5: Asking Qsking Queuesstionstions

LLook fook for:or: This is students’ second opportunity to ask questions when reading. In this lesson, students learn a new
element to the Asking Questions strategy: reading on to see if you find information to help you answer your questions.
The book I See What You Mean invites students to think about how light allows us to see. As you circulate, make note of
whether or not students are asking questions about how light travels from a source to the object, and then from that
object to the eyes. In addition, if students have asked a question that can be answered by the book, look for whether
they are able to find the information that answers their question. Note that not all questions can be answered by the
book.

NoNow what?w what? If students continue to ask unrelated questions, acknowledge that asking any kind of question shows that
they are thinking about what they are reading. Point out that some questions are more useful than others in
understanding the science ideas and helping to answer the lesson’s Investigation Question. Emphasize that questions
about the science ideas related to what students have been investigating will most help them with their task of
understanding how light allows an animal to see. You may want to provide additional modeling by using another
example from I See What You Mean. Think aloud as you ask both an unrelated question and an on-topic question. Have
students discuss which question is most useful in understanding important science ideas. Depending on how many
students need this support, you could work with a few students individually during the Partner Reading activity, with a
small group, or with the whole class.

If students have asked a question that could be answered (or partially answered) by the text and are not able to locate
this information as they read, ask students to return to the text. First, now that they have read the whole book, have
them consider what part of the book may be able to answer their question. If necessary, model choosing a part of the
book to reread in order to try to find information that helps answer students’ questions. If you are working with a small
group, students can help each other locate information in the text. If students have asked a question that the book does
not answer, you can remind them that not every question is answered by the book. Let them know that scientists often
look in many books to find answers to their questions, and if they still haven’t found the answer to their questions in
those books, they do their own investigations.
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Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
AAsking Qsking Queuesstions When Rtions When Reeading:ading: I SI See What Yee What You Meou Meanan (page 28)

Answers will vary.
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28

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 2.3 

Asking Questions When Reading: I See What You Mean

1. As you read the book, record questions you have in the first column. 
2. If you find the answers to your questions as you read, record your 

answers in the second column.

Question
Information from the book that 
helps answer my question

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.
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Pairs practice the Asking Questions strategy as they read. Then, they discuss
one of their questions and whether or not they answered it.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview the rw the reeading tading task.ask. Remind students they will read the book, recording their questions and any information that
helps them answer their questions. Encourage students to record the page number where they find the information.

2. O2. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Psment: Pairairs ask ques ask quesstions as thetions as they ry reead and rad and rececorord them in their notd them in their notebookebookss.. Give students time to
read the rest of the book with their partners. Circulate as they read and record, listening in and making note of the
questions students are asking and whether or not they found information in the book that helps answer their questions.
This will help you guide the discussion when students share their questions with the class.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents ss sttar their on-tar their on-topic queopic quesstionstions.. After students have finished reading, ask them to review their questions
and star the ones that are on-topic.

44. P. Pairairs diss discuscuss infs information that helped them ansormation that helped them answwer their queer their quesstionstions.. Have pairs discuss one of their questions about
which they found helpful information in the book.

55. P. Pairairs shars share their quee their quesstions with the clastions with the classs.. Call on several students to share a question and whether or not they were
able to answer (or partially answer) it.
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rececorording Infding Information Dormation During Ruring Reeadingading
Recording ideas, observations, research, and data is an important part of what scientists and engineers do. In this
lesson, students will be recording information that helps them answer one of their own questions. The table on page 28,
Asking Questions When Reading: I See What You Mean, in the Investigation Notebook supports students as they
practice asking questions and recording information while they read. In Lesson 3.2 and 4.1, students will have two more
opportunities to record information as they read.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 5: Asment 5: Asking Qsking Queuesstionstions

LLook fook for:or: This is students’ second opportunity to ask questions when reading. In this lesson, students learn a new
element to the Asking Questions strategy: reading on to see if you find information to help you answer your questions.
The book I See What You Mean invites students to think about how light allows us to see. As you circulate, make note of
whether or not students are asking questions about how light travels from a source to the object, and then from that
object to the eyes. In addition, if students have asked a question that can be answered by the book, look for whether
they are able to find the information that answers their question. Note that not all questions can be answered by the
book.

NoNow what?w what? If students continue to ask unrelated questions, acknowledge that asking any kind of question shows that
they are thinking about what they are reading. Point out that some questions are more useful than others in
understanding the science ideas and helping to answer the lesson’s Investigation Question. Emphasize that questions
about the science ideas related to what students have been investigating will most help them with their task of
understanding how light allows an animal to see. You may want to provide additional modeling by using another
example from I See What You Mean. Think aloud as you ask both an unrelated question and an on-topic question. Have
students discuss which question is most useful in understanding important science ideas. Depending on how many
students need this support, you could work with a few students individually during the Partner Reading activity, with a
small group, or with the whole class.

If students have asked a question that could be answered (or partially answered) by the text and are not able to locate
this information as they read, ask students to return to the text. First, now that they have read the whole book, have
them consider what part of the book may be able to answer their question. If necessary, model choosing a part of the
book to reread in order to try to find information that helps answer students’ questions. If you are working with a small
group, students can help each other locate information in the text. If students have asked a question that the book does
not answer, you can remind them that not every question is answered by the book. Let them know that scientists often
look in many books to find answers to their questions, and if they still haven’t found the answer to their questions in
those books, they do their own investigations.
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Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
AAsking Qsking Queuesstions When Rtions When Reeading:ading: I SI See What Yee What You Meou Meanan (page 28)

Answers will vary.
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Visión y luz—Lección 2.3 

Hacer preguntas al leer: Veo lo que quieres decir

1. Mientras lees el libro, apunta las preguntas que tengas en la primera 
columna.

2. Si encuentras las respuestas a tus preguntas mientras lees, apunta tus 
respuestas en la segunda columna.

Pregunta
Información del libro que ayuda  
a responder mi pregunta
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